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Law School Report

Passing
fancy
UB Law grads achieve higher

world experience. “We do not have a
casebook,” Spampata says. “We go directly to the primary sources, and we
ask them to do as much research as
they can.
“The clinical exercise is a productive
and rewarding one,” Spampata says.
“One of my goals is to require students
to constantly build their knowledge in
the substantive law of the field. So the
Bar can be enticed by the fact that we
are giving students substantive knowledge. When students work together to
make everybody smarter, it is an experience that really works.”
In the School of Management, Associate Professor Joseph Ogden says SOM
money they have lost to a securities
students have been less involved in the
broker’s mishandling of funds.
past year than in previous years, partly
Typical cases, he says, involve
because the cases handled by the clinic
“churning” (excessive trading by a bro- have not necessitated much financial
ker of an investor’s funds, to generate
analysis.
high fees), recommending investments
When that is needed, he says, typithat are unsuitable for a client’s life circally management students will take a
cumstances, or failure to fully inform
client’s monthly brokerage statements
the client on such matters as the differand enter them into a computer spreadent classes of mutual fund shares and
sheet. The goal is to calculate the pertheir commission structures.
formance of the port“Everyone cries fraud and wants
folio and compare
punitive damages,” Spampata says.
that against the per“There is a lot of emotion involved.”
formance of an inMost brokerage accounts, he says,
vesting benchmark –
have as part of the initial contract a stipfor stocks, likely the
ulation that any dispute will be adStandard and Poor’s
dressed through an arbitrator. Com500.
plaints are filed with the National Asso“Then we comciation of Securities Dealers, which will
pute the damages acassign an arbitrator to the case. Students
cording to the differin the Securities Law Clinic will then
ence between the
represent the client in an arbitration
Clinical instructor two,” Ogden says.
hearing.
Most commonly,
Robert Spampata
“The students handle and manage all ’04
he says, the Securiclient contact,” Spampata says. That inties Law Clinic hann UB Law School’s clinical procludes an intake interview, financial
dles cases involving churning and ungram, one clinic specializes in the analysis by School of Management stu- suitable investments, in which the brohigh-stakes, high-emotion world
dents if needed, group meetings to ana- ker allegedly has not invested a client’s
of personal finance.
lyze the cases, and compiling a commoney in line with the client’s risk tolerThat is the Securities Law Clinic,
plaint. “All this stuff takes time,” he says. ance and investment goals.
established in 1998 as a partnership be- “It often spans over more than one seOgden emphasizes that dealings of
tween the Law School and UB’s School mester, or even into the next year.”
the clinic are “strictly confidential.” He
of Management. At the time, it was only
Complicating factors can include
also says the clinic has an investor eduthe second university-hosted securities
pre-hearing conferences on discovery
cation function, including information
law clinic in New York State, says
(“the single biggest problem that inon its Web site and, at times, public
Robert Spampata ’04, who directs the
vestors face,” Spampata says) and eviseminars on the basics of investing.
Law School component of the initiative. dence issues, as well as multiple hear“We were one of the first to develop
Spampata, whose background is in
ings. But for a public service clinic that
a securities clinic in the United States,”
public arbitration, says the clinic accepts is also a teaching tool, complications
he says. “Now there might be six or sevclients – often referred by the state attor- are all to the good. “It is great for teach- en of them, but we might be the only
ney general’s office or by UB alumni –
ing,” the director says. “The more trouuniversity whose securities clinic activewho are generally small investors and
ble, the better.”
ly involves both the School of Manageeither cannot find other representation
The clinic is limited to 10 secondment and the Law School.”
or have no realistic chance to replace
and third-year students looking for real-
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passing rate on the state bar exam

A

n increase in the rate at which
new graduates of UB Law
School succeed on the New
York State Bar Exam has instructors, administrators and
students celebrating.
In July, among UB graduates taking
the bar exam for the first time, 80.2 percent passed. That rate, about 3 points
above the state average, was up 7 points
from the previous mark for UB grads.
Melinda R. Saran ’86, vice dean for
student affairs, works with students to ensure bar passage. She cited several factors
for the welcome increase, including the
strong academic credentials of UB Law
students.
During the spring semester, she said,
third-year students are offered a free sixsession bar-preparation course by
BAR/BRI, the commercial review company. The course reviews the scope of the
two-day exam and addresses essay writing and substantive topics.
“What we try to impress on them,”

Saran said, “is that you
have to take it seriously; you need to study.
If you do all these
things, you won’t have
to be back in February.
I impress on them that
you only want to do
this once.”
For those who do
not succeed on their
first try, she said, “you
Melinda Saran
have to wait six
’86, vice dean for months to take it again;
student affairs
you could lose a job
offer; your loans come
due. It is a very difficult situation.”
Diane F. Bosse ’76 views the test results from her standpoint as chair of the
state Board of Law Examiners. She is also
a trustee of the National Conference of
Bar Examiners.
“The bar exam is designed to measure
whether candidates have the knowledge,
skills and abilities that they need for en-

Learning by the lake
Clinic program brings elder law
update to Canandaigua audience

T

he complex administration of
the federal government’s new
prescription drug plan for older Americans – Medicare Part
D – was the centerpiece of an
educational outreach by UB Law School’s
elder law clinic. It was the clinic’s first
such initiative in Canandaigua, in the Finger Lakes region of New York State.
Sponsored by the newly renamed
William and Mary Foster Elder Law Clinic,
and co-sponsored by Legal Assistance of
the Finger Lakes, the May 13 program
featured the clinic’s director, Professor
Anthony Szczygiel, discussing the choices
that will face Medicare enrollees for the
drug plan beginning Jan. 1, 2006.
“We like to say that the clinic has the
same goals on which faculty are evaluated for tenure: scholarship, teaching and

public service,” Szczygiel said. “This was
a public service effort.”
Canandaigua is the hometown of clinic benefactor Mary Foster, who had a distinguished career in public health in New
York State. Foster’s financial adviser, Merrill
Lynch, helped underwrite the cost of the
presentation, and Foster herself – who in
retirement maintains a keen interest in elder care – was present.
About 100 people – social workers,
health care professionals, Office for the
Aging staff, lawyers, hospital discharge
planners, case managers and others concerned with the welfare of elderly people
– attended the free conference.
Following the Medicare presentation,
breakout sessions provided information
and education on health care proxies,
powers of attorney and guardianships; VA
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try-level practice,” Bosse said. “The increase in the bar passage rate at UB indicates that UB Law graduates are better
prepared to enter the practice of law, and
that is very significant.
“It means that everybody there is doing a better job, and they have achieved
this result while maintaining UB’s commitment to having a diverse student
body. They are not just passing the bar
exam in better numbers, but they are better prepared to practice. I am proud of
what UB Law has done.”
Bosse speaks at the Law School to
prospective exam-takers, to try to demystify what seems like a daunting ordeal. “I
try to tell them a little about the basics of
the bar exam so they understand what it
looks like, what it is, what the questions
are based on,” she said. “Things like understanding the structure of the essays
and the importance of reading closely
and answering the question, and not volunteering a lot of extraneous information,
as well as how we grade the exam.
“There is so much hype and myth that
surrounds the New York bar exam,”
Bosse said. “Calming people down is a
big issue. These are people who have
been successful in their lives, and they
should not be deterred by a lot of the
hype that surrounds the New York bar
exam. It is a test, but law students are
used to taking tests.”

and long-term care services in the Finger
Lakes region; choices in home care; and
Medicaid payments for long-term care.
Since founding the clinic in 1982,
Szczygiel has done similar trainings
throughout the western part of New
York, and for the elder law sections of the
Erie County and New York State bar associations. Students in the clinic help organize and assemble materials for the
events.
“We see our service area as all of New
York State, and certainly upstate New
York,” Szczygiel said. “There is a huge
need in the community for folks to know
about long-term care. The funding mechanisms are very complicated, and many
consumers qualify for more than one
source of funding.”
How to access and pay for long-term
care is also the focus of the William and
Mary Foster Elder Law Clinic, formerly
called the Legal Services for the Elderly
Clinic. Under Szczygiel’s direction, law
students in the program work on “live”
cases with clients at the Legal Services for
the Elderly office in downtown Buffalo,
practicing such skills as client counseling,
negotiation and conducting administrative hearings.
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